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Find out if you are obsessed with Inuyasha! I am! HAHAHAHA ^_^
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1 - When your obsessed

YOU KNOW YOUR OBSESSED WITH INUYASHA WHEN.......

1. You throw a fit and break your vcr if it messes up taping Inuyasha.

2. You cry when Inuyasha gets hurt

3. You make fun of Naraku by ruunning around in a dress and a black wig screaming like a little
girl.(HEH HEH i'm so mean)

4. You pretend to be the characters

5. You wish you could meet the characters

6. You always talk about Inuyasha in every conversation

7. You dress up as one of the characters for Halloween

8. You get a possy of friends to go as each one of the characters on Halloween

9. You draw random pics of friends hugging/kissing one of the characters (ahum*)

10. You own all the manga's

11. Yell at a picture of Rumiko because she's a genious and your not

12. You own all the episodes and all the movies. *(I wish! Is the dang people will have it come out in
dang ENGLISH!!! GEZZ)*

13. Of you laugh insanly at the tv screen then your sister walks in and thinks your nuts. *HINT* Kim)*

14. You buy a stuffed animal of Kiara and throw her up in the air saying "KIARA!"

15. Own about 100 inuyasha pics and they are all hanging in your room

16. You have a poster of Miroku, and you have to change in the bathroom because you think it's
alive...heh heh...><

17. You stay up all night reading Inuyasha stories on FanArt

18. You search for an Inuyasha pic on fanart at least once a day



19. You go on google looking for Inuyasha pictures in the "Web" area and get mad at the sites that say
"Inuysha" is Hentai! GRRRRRRRRROOOWWWLLLLL!!!!

20. You finally get sick of the stoopid sites so you go to images looking for Inuyaha pics.

21. You get mad at "Tripod" because they won't show the extreamly cute pic!

22. If you are in love with Miroku and you think he's real.^_^

23. If you think that Naraku is secretly a woman, and he's afraid to break a nail so thats why he dosn't
fight.

24. Stay up all night with your cousin talking about how cute Miroku is. ^^

I'll think of more.....but right now I need to rest my fragile brain It's 11:30 on a friday..ya...I need to search
for more pics!!.^0^Now for a random jig OOOOoooooOOOOOooooeeeeee! I'm done! More
coming...hopefully.....>.
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